Radical cystectomy and pelvic lymphadenectomy with ileal conduit urinary diversion and abdominal wall reconstruction: an interesting case of multidisciplinary management
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Abstract: The ileal conduit for urinary diversion after radical cystectomy is a well-described procedure. Furthermore, parastomal hernias, prolapse, stenosis, and retraction of the stoma have been reported as some of the more common complications of this procedure. The subsequent repair of parastomal hernias with a mesh and the potential of the conduit to “tunnel” through it has also been described. In this case report, we present a combined repair of a large incisional hernia with a cystectomy and a pelvic lymphadenectomy for invasive bladder cancer, with the use of a biological mesh for posterior component abdominal wall primary repair as well as for support to the ileal conduit used for urinary diversion.
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Introduction

The ileal conduit for urinary diversion after radical cystectomy is a well-described procedure. It makes use of a short segment of ileum to allow urine to pass through the abdominal wall and empty through an everted stoma into a stoma collection device.

Furthermore, parastomal hernias, prolapse, stenosis, and retraction of the stoma have been reported in up to 31% of cases as some of the more common complications of this procedure.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^3\) The subsequent repair of parastomal hernias with a mesh and the potential of the conduit to “tunnel” through it has also been described.

However, in our case report, we present a combined primary repair of a large incisional hernia with a cystectomy and pelvic lymphadenectomy, with the use of a biological mesh for the abdominal wall repair as well as support to the ileal conduit.

Case report

A 72-year-old generally fit and well gentleman presented to the urology outpatient clinic with a highly aggressive bladder tumor (G3 pTa) and subepithelial (T1) transitional cell cancer in association with carcinoma in situ. He had originally been treated with a full dose of Bacillus Calmette–Guérin and maintenance, but had relapsed while on this treatment. His case was further complicated by a large incisional hernia (Figure 1A) secondary to a previous laparotomy for a perforated appendix.

The large incisional hernia extended from just below the xiphisternum to well below his umbilicus, and also from the right and left flanks. The overlying skin was emaciated and there was little underlying healthy, durable tissue.
After discussion with the patient, a joint, multidisciplinary decision was made to undertake the surgical excision of the bladder along with the repair of the incisional hernia between urology, general surgery, and plastic surgery teams. With regards to reconstruction options, a neobladder was offered to the patient; however he declined this option.

At induction, the patient was given intravenous antibiotics (gentamycin and co-amoxiclav), which were continued for 5 days postoperatively.

The procedure commenced with excision of the skin over the hernia sac as part of a long midline incision. On opening the peritoneal cavity there were a number of adhesions involving the distal small bowel, but no other significant abnormality.

Upon cystectomy and prostatectomy, the left ureters were brought through the sigmoid mesentery (Figure 1B). A segment of terminal ileum was isolated on its mesentery. Ileo-ileal linear anastomosis was performed. The duplex ureters were spatulated and the posterior margins of the spatulation anastomosed to each other. This was sutured with the proximal end of the conduit. The right ureter was spatulated and a Bricker-type anastomosis performed to the conduit approximately 1 inch from the proximal end, again over a Bard urinary diversion stent.

A posterior component separation of the anterior abdominal wall was performed. The conduit was brought through the window in the small bowel mesentery and the window then closed. The proximal end of the conduit was attached to psoas. The peritoneum and posterior sheath were closed with a polyglatin 910 (Vicryl; Ethicon Inc., Somerville, NJ, USA) absorbable suture. A 20×25 cm porcine mesh was inserted (Figure 1C) and a window was made in the mesh to allow the conduit to pass through. There were no sutures involved to hold the conduit in place through the mesh. The conduit was brought out in the right iliac fossa and everted (Figure 2). The anterior sheath was closed with another absorbable, polydioxanone suture.

The final pathology revealed residual dysplasia and carcinoma in situ (G3), Stage pT1, pN0/24 nodes positive.

Discussion

Ileal conduit for urinary diversion after radical cystectomy for bladder cancer is a well-described procedure. In addition, the repair of parastomal hernias has been described with regards to their frequency and also their repair techniques, some utilizing posterior component separation in the abdominal wall with a mesh repair.4

Robotic radical cystectomy has emerged as a viable technique for bladder cancer patients, due to its enhanced visualization and control of the da Vinci surgical robot. Robotic surgery also offers other advantages, particularly in terms of less intraoperative blood loss as well as improved recovery time. However, in this particular case, a robot was not used because the procedure involved a synchronous major abdominal wall reconstruction.

We present an interesting case where a primary repair of a large incisional hernia was undertaken concurrently with the cystectomy and ileal conduit, and we present the use of the biological mesh as a mesentery channel, offering support and stability, in addition to its use in the abdominal wall reconstruction.

The biological mesh used was a sterile reconstructive tissue matrix that supports tissue regeneration. It is derived from

Figure 1 (A) Preoperative – incisional hernia visible; (B) ileal conduit; (C) biological mesh applied.

Figure 2 Postoperative photo of patient with ileal conduit in situ.
porcine dermis and is used for abdominal wall reconstruction amongst other procedures; ie breast reconstruction, as it has been shown to provide stronger repairs offering biomechanical strength. It is also shown to minimize hernia repair complications and allows for simpler surgeries in the abdominal area in the future. This particular mesh was chosen over other biological and synthetic meshes, because of its resistance to infection and the nonadherence to the bowel.

With regards to chemotherapy, we suggest that, if necessary, it should be commenced postoperatively following complete wound healing.

Surgical technique with extra care regarding wound healing is imperative. Such measures would include tensionless closure of the apronectomy and also an attempt to preserve some of the deep inferior epigastric perforators to the preserved part of the abdominal apron. We would also recommend leaving the drains in longer, and also the use of an abdominal binder.

The patient was seen in the follow-up outpatient clinic 3 months postoperatively and he has made an unremarkable recovery.
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